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gEs(slow rotators with core), ETGs, Spirals (ATLAS3D, 
Capellari+2013)

-Massive gEs are mostly located close to cluster centers!

2Capellari (2016)



Massive galaxies: 
M(star)>1011 Mo

1) All massive 
galaxies in Virgo& 
Coma are gEs
and there are no 
massive compact 
Es (McEs) !

2) There are a 
small number of 
local McEs (Reff<4 

kpc) (Yildirim+2017)
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BGC+RGC in Virgo



Distant galaxies at z>1 (McEs at z~0 (Yildirim+2017) , ATLAS3D):

Both quiescent galaxies and star-forming galaxies!

4Lapi+(2018)

Effective 
Radius

McEs

Half of massive 
galaxies at 
z~2-3 are cEs
(red nuggets).
(see also  
protoclusters at 
z~4, KS Lee, this 
meeting).

They may 
evolve to 
today’s gEs!



-starting from compact rotating disk galaxies with starbursts
-becoming McEs at z~2 (10 Gyr ago).
 Two channels for forming today’s massive galaxies:
1) massive gEs via mergers/accretion
2) massive compact Es via no mergers: relic galaxies!

5Toft+(2014,2017)

Phase 1: In SituPhase 2: Merger/Accretion

Relic galaxies

gEs



 Integrated stellar properties are from 
statistical analysis of  a large number of 
galaxies or simulations.

 Resolved stellar properties are only from 
local galaxies!

 Two stellar populations:
(1) Globular Clusters
(2) Resolved Stars
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 Color distributions of GCs are bimodal, showing

blue (metal-poor) GCs and red (metal-rich) GCs.

 Both may be older than 10 Gyr (corresponding to z>2).
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Globular Clusters in M49 
(Geisler, Lee, & Kim 1996, AJ,  Lee et al 1998, AJ)

color



 The blue GC system looks 
circular, while the red GC 
system is more elongated 
(following galaxy light). 

 Why do both GC systems in a 
galaxy show this difference? 

 -Is M49 special? 

 -Is this common among 
massive ETGs?

 -What does it tell about galaxy 
formation?
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Globular Clusters in M49 

(Lee, Kim & Geisler 1998 AJ)

Blue GCS : Red GCS



 To answer these questions, we did
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 Using ACSVCS Data for GCs in 100 Virgo ETGs
◦ (Jordan+2009, Peng+2009)

◦ Small field of view, but excellent quality!

 Estimated ellipticity of the blue and red GC systems.



 The ellipticity of the red GC systems shows a 
tight 1:1 correlation with galaxy stellar light, 
while the blue GC systems do much less.
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 The ellipticity of the red GC systems shows a strong 
correlation with Mv (galaxy): fainter galaxies have 
more elongated red GC systems. 

 Blue GC systems show little correlation with Mv.

11Mv(galaxy)
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Massive ETGs have dual halos! 
 A blue GC halo and a red GC halo. 

 Yin & Yang model?
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Old view New view



 Park & Lee (2013)

 The blue (metal-poor) halo 
◦ Rounder, More extended

◦ Non-rotating?

 The red (metal-rich) halo

◦ Main body of ETGs

◦ Strong correlation with stars

◦ Elongated, Compacter

◦ Rotating?
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Globular Clusters in M49 

(Lee, Kim & Geisler 1998 AJ)

Blue halo : Red halo
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Lee, Park & Hwang (2010, Science): SDSS 

 Number density 
maps of GCs

 Substructures 
around massive 
galaxies

 Diffuse large scale 
structure-
Intracluster GCs 
(wandering GCs) !!!



 The blue halos are much larger than the red halos!
 Intracluster GCs are mostly blue GCs! (old & metal-

poor)

15Lee, Park & Hwang (2010, Science): SDSS 

Blue GCs :    Red GCs

M87

M49



 Do dual GC halos indicate dual stellar halos?

 Lee & Jang 2016, ApJ, 822, 70: 
 Dual stellar halos in M105 and formation of massive 

ETGs
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 Textbook standard E galaxy at 10 Mpc (Reff = 2.9 kpc).
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Watkins+ (2014)

HI (Leo Ring)



 HST fields: Inner and Outer halos: ACS/WFC F606W/F814W 
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M105-W

M105-SE

Reff = 0’.93

Reff = 0’.55

15 kpc

5’

+

+

12 Reff

Image: Michel-Dansac+2010,CFHT/Megacam

HST

Toft+(2014,2017)

HST



 HST photometry (Harris+ 2007, Lee & Jang 2016)

 Resolved stars show two RGB pops:

 Blue (metal-poor) RGB and Red (metal-rich) RGBs!
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Lee & Jang (2016)

Blue:  Red RGB

[M/H]=+0.0

[M/H]=-2.2

Blue:  Red RGB

12 Gyr Dartmouth models 
(Dotter+2008)



Metallicity, [M/H]

M105: Inner region

Outer region

Outer

 Two components!

 Inner region: 

the red RGB dominates

 Outer region: Excess of 
metal-poor stars! The 

metal-poor RGB gets 
stronger, while the peak 
metallicity of the metal-rich 
RGB changes only a little. 
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 M105 hosts dual stellar 
halos: blue and red.

 (cf. Dual halos in MW (Carollo+2007,2010))

Blue RGB           Red RGB

Inner



Metallicity, [M/H]

Inner region

Outer region

Outer

 MDFs for both 
regions are fit 
well by 
accretion gas 
models with 
dual 
components 
(MP & MR)!

 The fraction of 
metal-poor 
pop increases 
in the outer 
region. 
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Blue RGB  Red RGB

Inner



 Metal-rich stars 
dominate in the inner 
region.

 Metal-poor stars get 
significant in the outer 
region.

 (Watkins+2014: surface brightness)

 The blue stellar halo is 
more extended than the 
red stellar halo, 
consistent with the 
globular cluster halos!
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Metal-poor

Metal-rich

All RGB

Galaxy light

M105(E1)



 M105                (E1,  Mv=-20.8, 10Mpc)  
 NGC 3377         (E5,  Mv=-19.9, 10Mpc)
 NGC 3077         (I0,  Mv=-18.0,   4Mpc) 
 NGC 5011C    (dSph, Mv=-15.2,  4Mpc)

 RGBs depend on galaxy luminosity.
 Faint galaxies have only blue RGBs, while bright galaxies 

show both RGB.

23Lee & Jang (2016)

Blue: Red RGB

Blue RGB



 M87, the nearest cD at 16 Mpc

24Mihos+(2005)

M87

Mihos+2005



 HST photometry (Lee, Jang, and Kang 2018)

 Blue (metal-poor) RGB and Red (metal-rich) RGBs!
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Lee etal (2018)

Blue: Red RGB
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Mihos+2005
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Mihos+2005

HST field (Williams+07)

F606W ~ 63000s
F814W ~ 27000s 

dSph-D07
(Durrell+07)
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Mihos+2005

HST field (Williams+07)

F606W ~ 63000s
F814W ~ 27000s 

dSph-D07
(Durrell+07)
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Mihos+2005

HST field (Williams+07)

F606W ~ 63000s
F814W ~ 27000s 

dSph-D07
(Durrell+07)

New galaxy

8" × 8"

Virgo-UFD1



20” x 20”

dSph-D07 (m-M)0 = 31.19± 0.05

(d = 17.3 ± 0.4 Mpc)

[Fe/H] = -2.4± 0.4

Existence of  AGB



20” x 20”

dSph-D07

10” x 10”

New galaxy

(m-M)0 = 31.19± 0.05

(d = 17.3 ± 0.4 Mpc)

[Fe/H] = -2.4± 0.4

Existence of  AGB

(m-M)0 = 31.08± 0.05

(d = 16.4 ± 0.4 Mpc)

[Fe/H] = -2.4± 0.4

No AGB stars

Virgo-UFD1
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Vir

A new galaxy (Virgo UFD1) is 

 a genuine member of Virgo cluster.

 very metal poor ([Fe/H] ~ -2.4).

 very old (age > 10 Gyr).

 small (Reff = 81 pc).

 an ultra-faint (Mv= -6.5) dwarf.



 UFDs (as well as dSphs) may be the origin of 

the blue halos and ICL?



 Virgo Core intracluster field (VCIF): 30 Reff from M87!

 The MDF of VCIF is similar to the MDF of the outer halo 
in M105 (MP and MR stars)!

 VCIF is composed not only of MP stars but also MR stars!
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 Peak metallicities get lower 
for fainter galaxies

 Dwarf galaxies are metal-
poor.

 MDFs show long tails in 
the low metallicity.

 Blue excess in bright ones!

 Origin of the blue halo in 
bright galaxies is dwarf 
galaxies with varying mass!

Metal-poor Metal-rich

gE

dE



 Massive gETGs formed in the dual halo 
mode. 
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 Massive compact ETGs formed in the red 
halo only mode.



1) massive gEs: dual halos!

2) massive cEs: red halos only! 

37Toft+(2014,2017)

Phase 1: In SituPhase 2: Merger/Accretion

Relic galaxies: 
red halos

gEs: dual halos



 NGC 1277: McE at 70 Mpc (Reff=1.3 kpc).

-(NGC 1277 has only Red GCs (Beasley+2018,Nature) )
-expect that NGC 1277 hosts only a red stellar halo!

(to be checked with JWST?)
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Beasley+(2018)

Relic galaxies

Red GCs Blue GCs

Blue GC 
Fraction

Mass(star)

NGC1277

Virgo ETGs
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 Massive gEs have dual halos, while 
Massive cEs have only red halos! 

 It is time to find more McEs with only 
red halos in the local universe 
(although they are rare).

A new view of

local massive 
galaxies!

gEs McEs
(Relic galaxies)


